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This is the theme.html of the xoops 2.0.16 default theme with the new smarty variables that
xoops 2.3 has, it does not however have the styles of version 2.3.

Click here or the icon on the right to download

It's to be considered as a simple small first step in the process of creating updated themes with
the xoops future version, since the real theme I would consider as a "xoops theme template"
would be a future version of "Morphogenesis" in it's tableless version using the same classes as
the default theme xoops 2.3 has, since each class serves a special purpose.

So as a slow approach before working with the final "xoops theme template" you can all use this
theme.html instead of the current one and I invite you to study the new classes of the xoops 2.3
theme so they can start being applied as a standard.

We have been slowly working on Morphogenesis V.2 but that will still take some time to be
finalized, due to that we want to make it as easily understandable as possible due to it's
tableless nature with a documentation of it's classes, making sure the cross browser
compatibility is maintained without hacks.

As additional news, we invite you to www.xoopsdesign.com, we have free downloads as well as
a premium membership where you can download more than 60 themes for the price of $49 (6
month access) along with all the new ones published each month. Every theme counts with full
support from our team.

We are also giving a FREE 3 month premium membership for everyone that orders a custom
and exclusive theme, this is a limited time promotion.

Thank you,
XOOPSDesign Team

http://www.xoopsdesign.com/modules/PDdownloads/singlefile.php?cid=3&lid=11
https://xoops.org/modules/news/article.php?storyid=3386
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